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Abstract — An inevitable collision state for a robotic system can be defined as a state for
which, no matter what the future trajectory followed by the system is, a collision with an obstacle
eventually occurs. An inevitable collision state takes into account both the dynamics of the system
and the obstacles, fixed or moving. The main contribution of this paper is to lay down and
explore this novel concept (and the companion concept of inevitable collision obstacle). Formal
definitions of the inevitable collision states and obstacles are given. Properties fundamental for
their characterisation are established. This concept is very general and can be useful both for
navigation and motion planning purposes (for its own safety, a robotic system should never find
itself in an inevitable collision state!). The interest of this concept is illustrated by a safe motion
planning example.
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Abstract— An inevitable collision state for a robotic system
can be defined as a state for which, no matter what the future
trajectory followed by the system is, a collision with an obstacle
eventually occurs. An inevitable collision state takes into account
both the dynamics of the system and the obstacles, fixed or
moving. The main contribution of this paper is to lay down
and explore this novel concept (and the companion concept of
inevitable collision obstacle). Formal definitions of the inevitable
collision states and obstacles are given. Properties fundamental
for their characterisation are established. This concept is very
general and can be useful both for navigation and motion
planning purposes (for its own safety, a robotic system should
never find itself in an inevitable collision state!). The interest of
this concept is illustrated by a safe motion planning example.

I. INTRODUCTION

The configuration space of a robotic system is the appropriate
framework to address path planning problems where the focus is
on the geometric aspects of motion planning (no collision between
the system and the fixed obstacles of the workspace) [1], [2]. The
state space, on the other hand, is more appropriate when it comes
to address trajectory planning problems where the dynamics of the
system is taken into account [3], [4]. Similarly, the time-state space is
appropriate to address trajectory planning problems involving moving
obstacles [5], [6], [7].

In the configuration space, the notion of forbidden or collision con-
figurations, ie configurations yielding a collision, is well-known and
so is the notion of configuration obstacles, ie the set of configurations
yielding a collision between the system and a particular obstacle [2].
Transposing these notions in the state space, it is straightforward
to define collision states and state obstacles (idem in the time-state
space).
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Fig. 1. Collision states vs inevitable collision states.

However, be it in state space or time-state space, it takes a simple
example such as the one depicted in Fig. 1 to illustrate the interest
of extending these notions so as to take into account the dynamics of
the system by introducing the concept of inevitable collision states.

Consider Fig. 1, 
 is a point mass that can only move to the
right with a variable speed (a state of 
 is therefore characterised
by its position �������� and its speed � ). If the environment features a

0This work was partially supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science and Lafmi, the French-Mexican Computer Science Laboratory.

wall, the states whose position corresponds to the wall are obviously
collision states. On the other hand, assuming that it takes 
 a certain
distance ������ to slow down and stop, the states corresponding to the
wall and the states located at a distance less than ������ left of the wall
are such that, when 
 is in such a state, no matter what it does in
the future, a collision will occur. These states are inevitable collision
states for 
 . Clearly, for 
 ’s own safety, when it is moving at speed� , it should never be in one of these inevitable collision states.

In general, an inevitable collision state for a given robotic system
can be defined as a state for which, no matter what the future
trajectory followed by the system is, a collision eventually occurs
with an obstacle of the environment. Similarly, it is possible to
define an inevitable collision obstacle as the set of inevitable collision
states yielding a collision with a particular obstacle. Except for a
brief mention of it in [8], this concept does not seem to have been
considered before. However, we believe it can be very useful be it
for motion planning or navigation purposes.

Consider navigation first (by navigation, we basically mean the
problem of determining the elementary motion that the robotic system
should perform during the next time-step). The primary concern
of navigation is to ensure the safety of the robotic system. In a
environment featuring moving obstacles, this safety concern is critical
and it is important to take into account both the dynamics of the
robotic system and the future behaviour of the moving obstacles. A
number of research works have addressed these issues recently [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13]. In this framework, the interest of the inevitable
collision state concept is obvious. By design, inevitable collision
states integrate both the dynamics of the robotic system and the
obstacles, fixed or moving. Besides, it was mentioned earlier that, for
its own safety, a robotic system should never end up in an inevitable
collision state.

When it comes to motion planning, the inevitable collision state
concept can also be useful. Consider the problem of planning motions
for a robotic system moving in a partially known environment. The
system is subject to sensing constraints (a limited field of view),
and it moves in an environment containing obstacles, some of them
are known beforehand while others are not (imagine a surveillance
robot, it has a map of the building it must patrol but it does not
know a priori the position of the small furniture or if people are
be moving around). Based on the a priori information available, a
nominal trajectory for the robotic system can be computed. However,
what if, at execution time, the robotic system finds itself in a situation
where an unknown obstacle is detected so late that avoiding it is
impossible. The issue here is to compute safe motions, ie motions for
which it is guaranteed that, no matter what happens at execution time,
the robotic system never finds itself in a situation where there is no
way for it to avoid collision with an unexpected obstacle. This issue
is related to the dependency that exists between motion planning and
navigation, dependency which is usually ignored by motion planning
systems (with the exception of [14]). We show on an example how
this issue can be addressed using the inevitable collision state concept
and how safe motions (in the sense given above) can be planned.



The main contribution of this paper is to lay down and explore
the concept of inevitable collision states. To begin with, a formal
definition of what inevitable collision states and inevitable collision
obstacles are is given. Properties that are fundamental for their
characterisation are established (§III). To illustrate the use of these
properties, a basic example is studied (§IV). Finally, an example of
application of the inevitable collision state concept to safe motion
planning is given (§V).

II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Before defining the inevitable collision states and obstacles, useful
definitions and notations are introduced. Let � denote a robotic
system. Its motion is governed by the following differential equation:������ � � � �!� where �#"%$ is the state of � ,

�� its time derivative and� "'& a control. $ and & respectively denote the state space and the
control space of � . Let ( denote a control input, ie a time-sequence
of controls. ( represents a trajectory for � . Starting from an initial
state �*) (at time 0) and under the action of a control input ( , the
state of � at time + is denoted by � �,+-� � (.� � ) ��+-� . Given a control
input ( and a state �/) (at time 0), a state � is reachable from �/) by (
iff 0�+1��(2� � ) ��+ � �3� . Let 45� � ) �-(6� denote the set of states reachable
from � ) by ( . Likewise, 47� � ) � denotes the set of states � reachable
from �*) , ie such that 0�(.� �'" 45� �/) �-(6� :47� � ) �-(6� � 8	�#"%$:9 0;+<�-(2� � ) ��+ � ���;=47� �*) � � 8	�#"%$:9 0�(.� �'" 47� �*) �-(6� =

Introducing (?>�@ ( � ) , t) to denote the state � such that (2� � ��+ � �A� ) ,
it is possible to define 4B>�@/� � ) � (resp. 47>C@/� � ) �-(6� ), as the set of
states from which it is possible to reach �/) (resp. to reach �*) by ( ):4B>C@/� � ) �-(6� � 8	�#"D$E9 0;+<�-(2� � ��+ � ��� )GF (?>�@/� � ) �H+-� ���;=4B>�@/� � ) � � 8	�#"D$E9 0�(.� �#" 4B>�@*� � ) �-(6� =

Let I denote the workspace of � ( I �KJ LNM or J LPO ), it contains
a set of obstacles. An obstacle Q , fixed or moving, is defined as a
closed subset of I (time-dependent if Q is moving). A state � is a
collision state iff 0�QE� �R� � �TS#QVU�XW , where � ( � ) denotes the closed
subset of I occupied by � in state � . In this case, � is a collision
state with Q .

III. INEVITABLE COLLISION STATES AND OBSTACLES

Based on the definitions and notations introduced in the previous
section, the inevitable collision states and the inevitable collision
obstacles are formally defined.

Def. 1 (Inevitable Collision State): Given a control input ( , a
state � is an inevitable collision state for ( iff 0;+ such that (2� � � + �
is a collision state. Now, a state � is an inevitable collision state
iff YZ([�-0;+ such that (2� � ��+-� is a collision state. Likewise, � is an
inevitable collision state with Q iff YZ(.�\0�+ such that ([� � ��+-� is a
collision state with Q .

Def. 2 (Inevitable Collision Obstacle): Given an obstacle Q and
a control input ( , ]�^:_ ( Q , ( ), the inevitable collision obstacle of Q
for ( is defined as:]�^:_D�Q:� (6� � 8	�'"D$E9 � is an inev. coll. state with Q for ( =� 8	�'"D$E9 0�+1�-([� � ��+-� is a collision state with Q =
Now, ]�^:_ ( Q ), the inevitable collision obstacle of Q , is defined as:]�^:_%�Q`� � 8	�'"%$E9 � is an inevitable collision state with Q =� 8	�'"%$E9 YZ(.�\0�+1�-(2� � ��+ � is a collision state with Q =

Based upon the two definitions above, the following property
can be established. It shows that ]�^:_%�QP� can be derived from the]�^:_%�Q:�-(6� for every possible control input ( .

Property 1 (Control Inputs Intersection):

]�^:_D�Q`� �ba � ]�^:_%�QE�-(6�
Proof:�#" ]�^:_B�QG� F YZ(c�\0;+<�-(2� � � +-� is a coll. state with QF YZ(c� ��" ]�^:_D�Q:�-(6�F �#"5d � ]�^:_%�Q:�-(6�

Assuming now that Q is the union of a set of obstacles, Q �begf Q f
,

the following property can be established. It shows that ]�^:_B�Qh�-(6�
can be derived from the ]�^:_B�Q f � (6� for every subset Q f

.

Property 2 (Obstacles Union):

]�^:_D�ji f Q f �-(6� � i f ]�^:_D�Q f � (6�
Proof:�#" ]�^:_D� e f Q f �-(6� F 0;+1� (2� � ��+-� is a coll. state with e f Q fF 0�Q f �\0;+<� (2� � ��+ � is a coll. state with Q fF 0�Q f � �#" ]�^:_D�Q f �\(!�F ��"7e%f ]�^:_D�Q f �-(6�

Combining the two properties above, the following property is
derived. It is the property that permits the formal characterisation of
the inevitable collision obstacles for a given robotic system.

Property 3 (ICO Characterisation): Let Q � e f Q f
,

]�^:_%�QP� � a � i f ]�^:_D�Q f �-(6�
Proof:

]�^:_%�QP� @�Aa � ]�^:_D�Q:� (6� M�Aa � i f ]�^:_D�Q f �-(6�

Consider property 1 (and property 3), it establishes that ]�^:_ ( Q )
can be derived from the ]�^:_D�Q:�-(6� for every possible control
input ( . In general, there is an infinite number of control inputs
which leaves little hope of being actually able to compute ]�^:_ ( Q ).
Fortunately, it is possible to establish a property which is of a
vital practical value since it shows how to compute a conservative
approximation of ]�^:_ ( Q ) by using a subset only of the whole set
of possible control inputs.

Property 4 (ICO Approximation): Let k denote a subset of the
set of possible control inputs,

]�^:_D�Q`�.l anm ]�^:_%�QE�-(6�
Proof:

]�^:_D�QG� @� am�o m ]�^:_D�Qh�-(6�
� anm ]�^:_%�QE�\(!�pS a m ]�^:_D�QE�-(6�
q a m ]�^:_%�QE�\(!�



The interest of these properties to characterise inevitable collision
obstacles appears in the next sections.

IV. BASIC CASE STUDY

The purpose of this section is to illustrate on a simple (and not
necessary realistic!) example the notions introduced earlier. A more
realistic example is dealt with later in §V

A. “North, North-East” System
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Fig. 2. Reachable states for the “North, North-East” system.

We consider the case of a planar point � that can move in two
directions only (North and North-East) at constant unit speed (Fig. 2).
A state of � is ��� ��[� ��� "3J L M and a control � can take two
values: either ��� ���?�	� (North direction), or ���|� ���?�/� (North-
East direction). This simple system has only two possible control
inputs: ( � and ( �|� , they respectively correspond to motions in the
North and North-East directions.4 ( �*) ), ie the set of states reachable from an initial state ��) , is
easily defined in this case: it is the union of two half-lines starting at� ) and extending respectively in the North and North-East directions:47� �*) � � 47� �*) �\(Z���.��45� �*) �-(Z�|�1� . Likewise, 4 >�@ ( �*) ), ie the set
of states from which � ) is reachable, is the union of two half-lines
starting at �/) and extending respectively in the South and South-West
directions: 4B>�@�� � ) � � 4B>�@/� � ) � ( � �p�%4B>�@*� � ) �-( �	� � (Fig. 2).

The next sections show how to determine the inevitable collision
obstacles corresponding to the “North, North-East” system. We
proceed step by step by considering fixed obstacles first and then
moving obstacles. In each case, we address point obstacles first before
moving to arbitrary obstacles.

B. Fixed Obstacle
1) Point Obstacle: Let Q be a fixed point obstacle. According to

property 1, ]�^:_ ( Q ) is derived from the characterisations of ]�^:_ ( Q ,( ) for every possible control input ( . In this case, Q is equivalent
to a state of � . Accordingly, ]�^:_%�Q:�-(6� � 47>C@/�QE�-(6� and the
following derivation is made (Fig. 3):

]�^:_D�QG� @� ]�^:_%�Q:�-( � �pSg]�^:_D�Q:� ( �	� �� 4 >C@ �QE�-( � �pSg4 >C@ �QE�-( �|� �� Q
which makes perfect sense: unless � is already in collision with Q ,� can always avoid collision with Q . The state corresponding to Q
is the only inevitable collision state.
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Fig. 3. Inevitable collision obstacle for a fixed point obstacle.
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2) Linear and Arbitrary Obstacle: Let us now assume thatQ is a fixed linear obstacle extending from point Q @ to point Q M .Q is the union of a set of fixed point obstacles: Q ��e f Q f
. Now,]�^:_ ( Q ) is derived using both properties 1 and 2:

]�^:_D�QP� @� ]�^:_B�QE� (p���pSg]�^:_B�QE�-(Z�	�*�� ]�^:_B� e f Q f �\( � �CSR]�^:_D� e f Q f �-( �|� �M� e%f ]�^:_%�Q f �\(Z���CS e%f ]�^:_B�Q f �-(Z�|���
Consider Fig. 4, e f ]�^:_B�Q f �-( � � is the region swept by]�^:_ ( Q f

, (Z� ) for every point Q f
between Q @ and Q M (idem for
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Fig. 5. Inevitable collision obstacle for a fixed arbitrary obstacle.



e f ]�^:_B�Q f �-( �|¥ � ). The intersection between these two regions
yields a simple triangular region which is ]�^:_ ( Q ). Sure enough,
when � is anywhere inside this region, no matter what it does, it
eventually crashes against Q .

Likewise, it is possible to characterise ]�^:_ ( Q ) for fixed obstacles
with arbitrary shape (Fig. 5).

C. Moving Obstacle
As mentioned earlier in §I, the time dimension must be taken

into account when dealing with moving obstacles (a state can yield
a collision at time + @ and be collision-free at time + M ). Time-state
space becomes the appropriate framework and the different notions
introduced so far, inevitable collision states and obstacles, are easily
transposed to account for the time dimension.
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1) Point Obstacle: Let Q be a moving point obstacle. QE�,+-� gives
the position of Q at time + (it is also a state of � at time + ). In order to
characterise ]�^:_ ( Q ), we proceed step by step as we did in the fixed
obstacle case. Given a control input ( , let us characterise ]�^:_D�QE�-(6�
first. In time-state space, since Q is a moving obstacle, we can writeQ �ªeg« QN�,+-� . Therefore ]�^:_D�Q:�-(6� �ªe%« ]�^:_D�Q:�,+ �<�-(6� . Now,
according to definition 2, ]�^:_D�Q:�,+ �<�-(6� is the set of states � such
that if � starts from � (at time 0) and is subject to the control input( , it reaches the state Q (t) (at time + ). Such a state � belongs to4 >C@ �Q:�,+-�<� (6� and it is actually the unique solution of the equation(2� � �H+-� � Q:�,+-� F ��� (!>C@*�Q:�,+ �<��+-� . In conclusion, ]�^:_B�QE�-(6� �e « ( >C@ �QN�,+-�<�j+-� and we have:

]�^:_B�Q`� @� ]�^:_D�QE�-(Z���CSR]�^:_D�QE�\(Z�|�1�� ]�^:_D� e%« Q:�,+ �<�-( � �pSg]�^:_D� eD« QN�,+ �<� ( �|� �M� e « ]�^:_D�Q:�,+ �<�-(Z���pS e « ]�^:_D�QN�,+ �<� (Z�|���� e « ( >�@� �Q:�,+ �<��+-�ZS e « ( >C@�	� �Q:�,+-�<�H+-�
Consider Fig. 6 where it is assumed that Q has a linear motion at

constant velocity. For both control inputs ( � and ( �	� , ]�^:_%�QE�-(6�
is a linear curve originating at QN�¬®� whose slope depends upon the
relative velocities of � and Q . The application of property 1 yields]�^:_%�QP� � Q:�¬|� .
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2) Arbitrary Obstacle: Let us now assume that Q is a moving
obstacle of arbitrary shape. Q is the union of a set of moving point
obstacles and we can write: Q � e f e « Q f �,+ � . ]�^:_ ( Q ) is derived
in the same way as before, ie using both properties 1 and 2 plus
the result concerning the moving point case presented earlier. Fig. 7
depicts the inevitable collision obstacle obtained for an arbitrary
obstacle with a motion at constant velocity similar to that of the point
obstacle in §IV-C.1. Whenever � is inside the region ]�^:_ ( Q ) at time¬ , no matter what it does in the future, it eventually collides with Q .
Note that, using the same method, one can determine the inevitable
collision time-state at an arbitrary time instant in the future.

This simple example has illustrated how, thanks to the inevitable
collision state concept, it is possible to characterise forbidden regions
of the state-space, the inevitable collision obstacles, this characteri-
sation taking into account both the dynamics of the robotic system
but also the future behaviour of the moving obstacles.

V. SAFE MOTION PLANNING APPLICATION

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate how the inevitable
collision state concept can be used to address safe motion planning
problems.

A. Statement of the Problem
Consider the problem of planning motions for a vehicle � moving

in a partially known environment that contains a set of fixed obstaclesQ f
whose position is a priori known. It also contains unexpected

obstacles, fixed or moving, whose position is not known beforehand.
Finally, � is subject to sensing constraints, it has a limited field of
view. In a given state � , � perceives only a subset FoV � � � of its
environment (Fig. 8, left).

In this framework, what does planning a safe motion mean? Safe
motions were defined earlier as motions for which it is guaranteed
that, no matter what happens at execution time, the vehicle never finds
itself in a situation where there is no way for it to avoid collision
with an unexpected obstacle.

At execution time, an unsafe situation occurs when an unexpected
obstacle suddenly appears in the field of view of � and � suddenly
finds itself in an inevitable collision state. Safety is therefore closely
related to the limited field of view.
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Fig. 8. The field of view of � (left) and its boundary (right).

At planning time, it is by definition impossible to characterise the
inevitable collision states with respect to the unexpected obstacles.
This characterisation can be done with respect to the known obsta-
cles only. However, given that unexpected obstacles appear on the
boundary of the field of view, something can be done! The boundary
of the field of view has two parts: the part corresponding to known
obstacles, and the part corresponding to the limit of the field of view
, ie the sensing range, eg the dashed curve in the right-hand side of
Fig. 8. Let ¹ FoV � � � denote this part. What can be done then is to
consider ¹ FoV � � � as a potential unexpected obstacle and to determine
whether the corresponding state is an inevitable collision state based
on this assumption.



This is the key to safe motion planning. A safe motion is a
sequence of safe states where a safe state � is defined as a state
which is not an inevitable collision state with respect to the known
obstacles Q f

, and with respect to ¹ FoV � � � treated as an unexpected
obstacle, in other words:

Def. 3 (Safe State): � is safe state iff � U" ]�^:_B�¹ FoV � � � � and� U" ]�^:_D�Q f � for every known obstacle Q f
.

The next sections present a worked-out example of safe motion
planning for a car-like vehicle in a partially known environment with
fixed obstacles.

B. Car-Like Vehicle
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Fig. 9. The car-like vehicle � (bicycle model).

� is a car-like vehicle, it is modelled as a bicycle (Fig. 9). A
state of � is defined by the 4-tuple �½� ��6� �Z�\¾�� ��� where ��c� ���
are the coordinates of the rear wheel, ¾ is the main orientation of� , and � is the linear velocity of the front wheel. A control of � is
defined by the couple �,¿�� Àp� where ¿ is the steering angle and À the
linear acceleration. The motion of � is governed by the following
differential equations: Á

ÂÃ
ÂÄ

�� � �.Å�Æ|Ç�¾[Å�Æ	Ç�¿�� � �.Ç ÈÊÉP¾cÅ�Æ|Ç�¿�¾ � �.Ç ÈÊÉG¿ ��Ë�� � À
with 9 ¿ 9�Ì ¿�Í!Î�Ï and 9 À 9;Ì À Í!Î�Ï . Ë is the wheelbase of � .

C. Inevitable Collision Obstacles
A prerequisite to safe motion planning is to have a characterisation

of the inevitable collision states for � , or similarly, a characterisation
of the inevitable collision obstacles. The car-like vehicle � is
unfortunately much more complicated a system than the “North,
North-East” one. Chiefly, the fact that the number of possible control
inputs for � is infinite makes it difficult to use property 1 directly
in order to compute the inevitable collision obstacles.

Fortunately, it is possible to take advantage of property 4 in order
to compute a conservative approximation of the inevitable collision
obstacles (conservative in the sense that the actual inevitable collision
obstacle is included in the approximated one). To do so, property 1
is applied considering a subset of the whole set of possible control
inputs.

The subset k we have chosen contains the control inputs (
with a constant steering angle ¿ (the acceleration À is allowed
to change). Given an obstacle Q , the corresponding approximated
inevitable collision obstacle ]�^:_ ( Q ) is thus defined as: ]�^:_D�Q`� �d m ]�^:_B�QE�-(6� .

Thanks to this restriction, characterising ]�^:_ ( Q ) is straightfor-
ward. Due to lack of space, we simply illustrate how it is done and
we do so in a step by step manner by considering different families of
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control inputs ( . First, Fig. 10 depicts the case where ( is such that¿ � ¬ ( � is moving straight). Then Fig. 11 depicts the case where( is such that ¿�U� ¬ ( � is turning with a constant steering angle).
Finally, Fig 12 depicts how ]�^:_ ( Q ) is obtained. Note that what is
actually represented on the right-hand side of Fig 12 is only a “slice”
of ]�^:_ ( Q ). Recall that ]�^:_ ( Q ) is defined in the 4-dimensional
state-space of � . The slice depicted is the 8 ¾ �K���|� � � = -slice. When� has an orientation ���|� and a velocity � , it inevitably crashes
against Q as soon as it is located in the region ]�^:_ ( Q ) depicted.
The slices for other values of ¾ and � are obtained similarly.

D. Safe Motion Planning
Thanks to the results presented above, it is now possible to

determine whether a state is safe or not. As far as solving the
motion planning problem at hand is concerned, it was decided to use
a ’classical’ motion planning scheme based on Rapidly-Exploring
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Random Trees [15]. Such an algorithm explores the state space
by incrementally expanding a tree rooted at the initial state. The
tree is expanded through elementary motions in randomly selected
directions. Such an algorithm is very efficient at exploring high-
dimensional spaces.

Fig. 13. Safe motion planning: preliminary results.

Fig. 13 presents some preliminary safe motion planning results
obtained for the car-like vehicle � (more results can be found
in [16]). The field of view of � is a rectangular area (visible at
a state along the result trajectories).

In the left part of Fig. 13, the trajectory obtained is collision-free
only (the sensing constraints and the possible presence of unexpected
fixed obstacles is not taken into account). In the right part of Fig. 13,
the trajectory obtained is collision-free too but it is also safe, ie it is
a sequence of safe states (in the sense of Def. 3). It does take into
account the limits of the field of view and the possible presence of
unexpected fixed obstacles.

Remember that the exploration scheme is random. It accounts for
the strange twists and turns of the trajectories obtained. However, it
can be noticed how the safe trajectory does not graze the obstacles
(especially near the end of the two walls). This makes perfect sense:
suppose you have to pass the corner of a wall. The wall prevents you
from seeing what is on the other side of the corner. So, if you believe
that there may be unexpected obstacles on the other side, you have
two strategies possible:

1) Graze the corner while slowing down so that when you pass
the corner, your speed is slow enough for you to stop before
hitting a possible unexpected obstacle, or

2) Stay away from the corner so as to have a better view of what
is on the other side. In this case, you do not have to slow down.

In our experiments, the goal was to optimise the time of the trajectory.
It naturally resulted in a solution trajectory following the second
strategy and the trajectory obtained is safe. At execution time,
no matter how many unexpected fixed obstacles are placed in the
environment, it is guaranteed that, when such an unexpected obstacle
is detected, � is not in an inevitably collision state, it can avoid the
unexpected obstacle.

Future experiments will concern the safety with respect to unex-
pected moving obstacles. In this case, it is necessary to have some
a priori knowledge about the moving obstacles, eg the maximum
speed they can have, their expected motion direction, etc. This
information is required to compute the inevitable collision obstacle
corresponding to a moving obstacle (cf §IV-C).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced the novel concept of inevitable collision
states for a given robotic system, ie states for which, no matter what
the future trajectory followed by the system is, a collision eventually
occurs with an obstacle of the environment. In terms of collision, an

inevitable collision state takes into account both the dynamics of the
robotic system and the obstacles, fixed and moving.

The main contribution of this paper was to lay down and explore
this novel concept (along with a companion concept, that of inevitable
collision obstacle). A formal definition of what inevitable collision
states and obstacles are was given. Properties that are fundamental
for their characterisation were established. This concept is very
general and it can be useful both for navigation and motion planning
purposes. To illustrate the interest of this concept, an example of its
application to safe motion planning was given.

In the future, it is intended to apply this concept to different robotic
systems placed in different kinds of environment (with moving
obstacles in particular). The safe motion planning issue remains to
be explored in more details (this issue is related to the dependency
that exists between motion planning and navigation). The application
of this concept for navigation purposes needs to be explored too.
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